CHENILLE
THICK & QUICK®
SUPERKNITTER
CAT-IN-A-BAG
LION BRAND CHENILLE
THICK & QUICK®
SUPERKNITTER
CAT-IN-A-BAG

Item #962A

SIZE:
Approximately 19" long,
13" wide at opening

MATERIALS:
• LION BRAND Chenille Thick & Quick
  (Art. No. 950), 100 yard skeins:
  2 skeins #147 Purple or color
  of your choice
• One Superknitter
• Needle and "invisiclip" or coordinating
  thread for sewing bag together

CAT-IN-A-BAG:
1. Follow Superknitter package to thread
  yarn into knitter. Use all of two skeins
  to make the cord that will become your
  Cat-in-a-Bag.

2. Start to assemble the bag by making
   a coil of cord on a flat surface (see
   Diagram A), placing each round just a bit
   higher than the last to create a rounded
   end (see photo).

3. When coil is approximately 8-9" wide,
   begin building each layer directly on top
   of previous round (see Diagram B),

4. Sew bag together, using thread
doubled, and pinching end of cord
down when you are stitching it in
place to make a smooth finish.

Every effort has been made to have instructions
accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible
for variance of individual knitters and crocheters,
human errors, or typographical mistakes.